Homework 8
Calculus I, Section 004
Due Monday, November 12 at 7:00 PM

Problems (From Chapter 4 of Stewart). Please write solutions to the following problems:

Section 5: 4.5.18, 4.5.24, 4.5.50.

[For practice, I recommend any other problem between 4.5.1 and 4.5.54, but please only turn in the three problems listed above.]

* * *

Homework guidelines, from the syllabus: Please write your name clearly on your homework, and please staple multiple pages. To receive full credit, you must show your work and justify your answers. Please turn in your homework to the box outside the lecture hall. All problems (including “challenge problems”) are weighted equally. Challenge problems will be significantly more difficult than the rest of the homework, and you should not worry if you do not solve them.